Platform for Big Data Analytics. B. R. Chang et al. reported their work on how to integrate popular big data platforms such as Hadoop and Spark to perform high performance big data analytics. They focused on the optimization of job scheduling based on computing features to improve system throughout. L. Zhang and J. Gao introduced a novel incremental graph pattern matching algorithm for big graph data. By batching insert operations together by considering matching states, they were able to demonstrate higher efficiency of the proposed algorithm. L. Yang et al. proposed several optimization algorithms based on node compression to help solve the shortest path problem in the context of routing big data. a loss aversion cooperation model for behavioral economics in crowd-sensing. They showed that their model encourages higher cooperation rate with lower pay rate.
S. Zhang et al. introduced a new algorithm to make prediction on advertisement click-through rate. The algorithm is based on the weighted extreme learning machine and the Adaboost algorithm. A more accurate predication on clickthrough rate would increase advertising performance, which could lead to the improvement of an advertising company's reputation and revenue.
X. Xia et al. reported their work on developing a monitoring and prewarning system for accidents in the coal mines using data collected by a network of wireless sensors. They proposed a new data aggregation strategy and fuzzy comprehensive assessment model to derive useful information based on the collected data.
